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Overview
This workshop will introduce ‘biomimicry’, a
new discipline that looks at nature as a source
of ideas and solutions to help solve human
challenges. Each day during the workshop you’ll
get to see and learn something new about the
amazing patterns, designs and solutions in
nature. You will also get to play learning games
and go outside to explore nature. You will learn
about biomimicry tools and methodology that
you’ll apply as a group project to develop a
nature inspired innovation/solution to a human
challenge.
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Objective
To introduce “Biomimicry: nature inspired design
thinking” approach to the students.Reconnect
with nature: learning to observe and take
inspiration from nature (not ‘about’ nature but
‘from’ nature. -Observe and understand nature
by ‘function’) -Understand and explore how
learning from nature can inspire sustainable and
innovative solutions to human challenges.
Methodology
Lectures & presentation sessions interwoven with
games, movies and activities to understand
biomimicry concepts Field trips & outdoor
exercises to observe, reconnect and identify
patterns in nature -Discussions & student
presentations (peer learning) -Multidisciplinary
explorations (crossing disciplinary boundaries)
Deliverables
Application of the Biomimicry approach in order
to solve problems/innovate in especially in the
ﬁelds of design, engineering and business.

